Account of Expenditures for the Improvement of the College grounds in the year 1848.

Gardener (Soder)’s salary — $400.00
Wages, brute clothing Etc. of him due — 150.00

1. Wages Etc of branick Edmured — 125.00
Carpenter, bill for work on enclosure — 27.34
Waste lumber in Etc. (estimated) — 33.17
Representative from Fayetteville, Etc. — 2.16

2. Representation N.Y. to Fayetteville (estimated) — 2.00
Blacksmith’s bill for hedges Etc. — 8.83
Blacksmith’s bill for work on fence — 7.97
Bricks, one thousand — 7.16

3. Grass seed Isaac and Johnson — 51.50
Oats for the lot in front of college — 67
Grain James Jolly per sack — 13.00
Grain James R. Minor per sack — 6.00

3. Brick Chucks on bruk — 2.10
Horses and Wagons. — 135.00

The walls at the beginning of the Avenue not included.
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